Abstract-The issue of single sample per person (SSPP) face recognition has attracted more and more attention in recent years. Patch/local-based algorithm is one of the most popular categories to address the issue, as patch/local features are robust to face image variations. However, the global discriminative information is ignored in patch/local-based algorithm, which is crucial to recognize the nondiscriminative region of face images. To make the best of the advantage of both local information and global information, a novel two-layer local-to-global feature learning framework is proposed to address SSPP face recognition. In the first layer, the objective-oriented local features are learned by a patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy. The obtained local features are not only robust to the image variations, but also usable to preserve the discrimination ability of original patches. Global structural information is extracted from local features by a sparse autoencoder in the second layer, which reduces the negative effect of nondiscriminative regions. Besides, the proposed framework is a shallow network, which avoids the over-fitting caused by using multilayer network to address SSPP problem. The experimental results have shown that the proposed local-to-global feature learning framework can achieve superior performance than other state-of-the-art feature learning algorithms for SSPP face recognition.
areas, such as information security and smart card applications. A variety of face recognition algorithms have been proposed [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] , including global feature-based algorithms and local feature-based algorithms. For example, two classical algorithms, principle component analysis [10] and linear discriminant analysis [11] , belong to global feature-based algorithms. The representative local feature-based algorithms include local binary patterns (LBPs) [12] and Gabor wavelets [13] .
Single sample per person (SSPP) face recognition is an active branch of face recognition. It is necessary to study the issue of SSPP as only one labeled sample per person is available in many practical applications, such as identify card identification, passport verification, and law enforcement [14] . Some algorithms have been proposed to address the problem of SSPP face recognition so far. These algorithms can be generally classified into three main categories [14] : 1) generic learning-based algorithms; 2) virtual sample generation-based algorithms; and 3) patch/local-based algorithms.
For the first category, a separate face dataset, which is called generic training set, is needed. The generic training set includes multiple samples per person, and these samples have possible variances in expression, illumination, etc. Discriminative features can be extracted from the generic training set to help to solve SSPP problems. For example, based on the discriminative information from the generic training set and the essential collaborative representative relationship between the gallery set and the generic training set, collaborative probabilistic labels is proposed in [15] . Typical generic learning-based algorithms include adaptive generic learning [16] and sparse representation classifier-based algorithms [17] , [18] . One main assumption in generic learningbased algorithms is that generic training set and the gallery set share similar information in both of the within-class variations and the between-class variations. However, the assumption is too strong in some cases. It is not easy to collect a generic training set containing various skin colors, ages or occupations in practical applications, which has a significant impact on the effectiveness of generic learning-based algorithms.
For the second category, extra samples for each person are generated. The discriminant information is learned from the single sample and extra samples. For example, two singular value decomposition-based perturbation algorithms are proposed in [19] and [20] to obtain extra images for each person. Mohammadzade and Hatzinakos [21] synthesized virtual samples by projecting an image with an arbitrary expression into the expression subspaces. It is believed that images with the same expression are located on a common expression subspace. In general, prior knowledge is needed to generate new virtual images. However, it is not guaranteed the quality and reality of the generated virtual images [22] . Besides, the generated virtual samples are highly correlated among each other. Therefore, the obtained discriminative features from the virtual samples may be redundant [23] , [24] .
For the third category, each face image is always divided into several local patches and the discriminant learning techniques are used to extract features. For example, local spectral features are learned to represent the face images to enlarge the training set [25] . Pei et al. [26] divided each face image into multiple nonoverlapping local patches and extract LBPs features from each patch. Liu et al. [27] adopted the divideconquer-aggregate strategy to address SSPP problems. First, each face image is divided into local patches, and each local patch is then classified and integrated results. In [28] , the local patches are considered as a manifold, and the SSPP problem is formulated as a manifold-manifold matching problem. The prominent advantage of the third category algorithm is the robustness to image variations in lighting, expression, and occlusion, and easily avoiding the affection of severely corrupted noninformative regions [29] . However, they only focus on the local relationships and tend to ignore the global discriminative information of face image, which may be very important for classification. The global information is crucial to the recognition of the nondiscriminative regions, such as forehead and cheek.
Deep learning has been an extremely active research area in recent years [30] [31] [32] , which has achieved an enormous success in face recognition with a large number of labeled samples [33] [34] [35] [36] . Nowadays, deep learning is tried to extend to deal with SSPP problem [37] , [38] . In [37] and [38] , good quality frontal images (gallery images) are referred to the only one sample per person. The faces with all type of variants (such as lighting, expression, or poses) are regarded as noise images. As we know, large-scale data is the key to the success of deep learning, which is due to there are many parameters in multilayer networks. To fully train the parameters and avoid over-fitting, massive data is necessary. Therefore, both good quality frontal images and the faces with all type of variants are used to train a deep neural network. That is, the number of training samples per person is greater than one in [37] and [38] .
To address face recognition with only one training sample per person, a novel two-layer local-to-global feature learning (TLFL) framework is proposed to extract discriminative features. Different from multilayer learning, the proposed framework is a shallow network, which avoids the over-fitting caused by using multilayer network to address SSPP problem. Besides, as both local feature and global feature are extracted from the only one training sample per person, the proposed framework is not only robust to image variations in lighting, expression, and poses, but also reduce the effect of nondiscriminative regions of face images. In the first layer, a patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy is used to select objective-oriented local features. The local features preserve the discrimination ability of original patches and are robust to the image variations, however, may suffer from nondiscriminative regions. To reduce the effect of nondiscriminative regions, global structural information is then extracted from the collected local features by a sparse autoencoder in the second layer, which reduces the redundancy of the local features. The output of sparse autoencoder is the final obtained features for recognition. The effectiveness of the framework is tested on several face image datasets.
The main advantages of the proposed framework can be summarized as follows.
1) The proposed framework integrates the advantages of both local information and global information. Besides, the framework is a shallow network, which avoids the over-fitting caused by using multilayer network to address SSPP problem. 2) Discriminant information is introduced to learn the objective-oriented local features by the patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy. The main advantages of the patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy are as follows. a) It does not need any preliminary or additional information about data. b) The selected local features can fully characterize the knowledge of the original patches and remain the discrimination ability of the original patches. c) Patch-based strategy needs a much less memory space than original image-based fuzzy rough set feature selection. 3) Global information is extracted from the collected local features by a sparse autoencoder, which mines the structural information and reduces the redundancy of the collected local features. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the theoretical backgrounds of fuzzy rough set and sparse autoencoder are described. The two-layer feature learning framework is proposed in Section III. Experimental results and parametric analysis on face images are described in Section IV. The conclusions and feature work are given in Section V.
II. PRELIMINARIES
In this section, we briefly review the definitions of fuzzy rough set and sparse autoencoder.
A. Basic Concepts of Fuzzy Rough Set
Given a fuzzy information system FS = U, C ∪ D, V, f , B is a subset of condition feature C, for arbitrary feature a ∈ C − B, the gain of feature Gain(a, B, D) can be defined as 
where
and H(D) are information quantity of the fuzzy indiscernibility relation, which are defined as follows: 
The Gain(a, B, D) indicates whether the equivalence classes change when adding feature a. If there are any changes, then the feature a will be selected.
A modified formula Gain_Ratio(a, B, D), which is called the mutual information gain ratio of feature a, is proposed for feature selection in [39] . Gain_Ratio(a, B, D) is obtained by
. The Gain_Ratio will be used in the first layer of our proposed algorithm.
B. Sparse Autoencoder
Sparse autoencoder is usually regarded as an element in deep neural networks [40] , which contains three layers: input layer, hidden layer and output layer. The three layers are all fully connected as illustrated in Fig. 1 . The number of units in L1 and L3 are fixed to the dimension of the input sample. Sparse autoencoder can be used to reduce features if the number of units in L2 is smaller than the number of units in L1. The purpose of using the autoencoder is to find a latent feature representation by learning a function h w,b (x) ≈ x. That is, to minimize the reconstruction error between the input samples and the output samples.
Let
is the input samples and Y = {y i } N i=1 is the output samples, the reconstruction error is defined as
where N is the total number of samples, l is the layer number of the sparse autoencoder, and W
(l)
i,j represents the weight in lth layer. The first item is the error term, which is constructed by L2-norm. The second is the regular term, which is used to prevent the over-fitting. λ denotes attenuation parameter weight, which controls the relative importance of these two terms.
In order to achieve the sparseness of the hidden units, an extra penalty factor is added [41] . It keeps the average activity of hidden units within a small range, which is denoted as
where ρ is the parameter representing sparseness, which measures the target average activity; ρ j shows the average activity of j unit over the input data. KL(ρ|| ρ j ) represents the relative entropy between two Bernoulli random variables: one is ρ, and the other is ρ j . The finally cost function is defined as
KL ρ|| ρ j (7) where β is the weight controlling sparsity penalty factor and s is the number of units in hidden layer.
III. TWO-LAYER LOCAL TO GLOBAL FEATURE LEARNING FRAMEWORK
In this section, a TLFL framework is proposed for single image per person face recognition.
1) First Layer: Objective-oriented local features are extracted by the patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy. 2) Second Layer: Sparse autoencoder is used to extract the global structural information from the collected local features. TLFL is illustrated in Fig. 2 . Feature 1 are objective-oriented local features. Feature 2 are global features extracted from feature 1 by a sparse autoencoder. The details of TLFL framework is shown in the following section. 
A. First Layer: Local Features Extracted by Patch-Based Feature Selection Strategy
Patch/local-based feature learning algorithms are one of the main categories to address SSPP problem [25] , [26] . These algorithms always partition the original image into nonoverlapping patches with a fixed size and feature extraction is performed in each isolated patch. However, first, the local feature extraction considers the structure of image but ignores the discriminant information. Second, the relevant information between neighboring pixels that are located in two patches is not evaluated [42] .
To obtain objective-oriented local feature and make full use of the relevant information between neighboring pixels, fuzzy rough set is used to select features from each overlapping patch, which is named PRS. The main advantages of PRS is: first, it does not need any preliminary or additional information about data [43] . Second, local features is obtained according to the relevance between the labels and the features, which can fully characterize the knowledge of the original data and remain the discrimination ability of the original data. Third, patch-based fuzzy rough set strategy requires a much less memory space than original image-based fuzzy rough set strategy. For example, if the original image is a 26×26 matrix, then the fuzzy indiscernibility relation matrix in fuzzy rough set is a 676 × 676 matrix. However, if a patch-based fuzzy rough set strategy is used and the patch size is 3 × 3, the relation matrix of a patch is only a 9 × 9 matrix. The relation matrix of all patches require a much less memory space (9 × 9 × 676) than that of the original image.
Overlapping patches is obtained by expanding individual pixel to a patch. The patch of a pixel consists of the pixel and its adjacent pixels. The patch size is an odd number. Note that, when the patch size is 1, the patch of a pixel is the pixel itself. Suppose that N input training images {T i } N i=1 are given, and the size of each image is m × n. For the ith image, around each pixel, we take a k 1 ×k 2 patch, and all overlapping patches are collected. Note that, k 1 and k 2 are odd numbers. Each pixel is represented by the corresponding patch. That is, each image is composed of m × n patches, i.e., image T i
is the jth patch. Here, mn is short for m × n. For example, suppose the size of a face image is 5 × 6, which is shown in Fig. 3(a) . Each circle is a pixel, and there are 30 pixels. For any pixel, such as pixel 15, we take a 3 × 3 patch, i.e., k 1 = 3 and k 2 = 3. The patch of pixel 15 is comprised of the pixel 15 and its neighborhood pixels 8-10, 14, 16, and 20-22. The patch of the pixel 15 is represented by the dotted box in Fig. 3(b) . To avoid the special case of the area of the patch locating outside the original face image, we have to expand the image. The size of the expanded image is
. The up and down of the image are increased (k 1 − 1)/2 rows, respectively. The right and left of the image are increased (k 2 − 1)/2 columns, respectively. For example, the expanded image size is (5 + 3 − 1) × (6 + 3 − 1), which is shown in Fig. 3(c) . The first step of expanding the image is to expand rows by copying the first row and last row, respectively. The pixels 1 to 6, which is framed by the solid box in Fig. 3(c) , is the increased row for the up of image. Then, the first column on the left is copied to increase the left of the image. The increased pixels are 1, 1, 7, 13, 19, 25, and 25, which are framed by the solid box in Fig. 3(c) . To increase the right of the image by copying the right-most column. Based on the expanded image, we can obtain the patch of the pixel 30, which is shown in Fig. 3(c) , framed by the dotted box. The X i = {x i,1 , x i,2 , . . . , x i,mn } is achieved through subtracting patch mean from each patch, where x i,j denotes a mean-removed patch. Do the above operation for all images, and we can get the reconstructed patch face images:
In the fuzzy rough set theory, reduction can be considered as a feature subset selection process. The selected subset does not lose any discernibility of the original data [44] . Traditional reduction algorithms based on rough set theory treat each pixel as a original feature, and the feature selection procedure operates on all pixels. In PRS, a pixel in the face image is represented with a patch, and feature selection applies to each patch.
In order to better understand the PRS strategy, its framework is described in Fig. 4 . As shown in Fea 1 in Fig. 4 , there are m × n patches in the given face image, Pat = {p 1 , p 2 , . . . p mn }, mn is short for m × n, which is represented by squares. Each patch consists of k 1 × k 2 features, and the feature is shown in circles. A pixel in face image is represented by a patch, i.e., k 1 × k 2 features. Feature redundancy may exist in a patch. 
Gain_Ratio(a, B i , D)
Step4:
feature, B i is the selected feature for ith patch.
That is, not all features in the patch are good for the recognition of the patch. In order to express a patch well, we expect to delete redundancy features from patch. The features in patch are reduced through fuzzy rough set theory. Feature selection process is performed independently in each patch. In order to select appropriate features for each patch, the relationship between features in patch and labels are considered.
The main process for selecting features in each patch is shown in Algorithm 1, in which the mutual information gain ratio Gain_Ratio is employed. 
B. Second Layer: Global Features Extracted From the Collected Local Features
The obtained local features in the first layer may suffer from the nondiscriminative regions. To reduce the effect of nondiscriminative regions, global features are extracted from the collected local features. Considering the rules generated by fuzzy rough set may be unstable and sparse autoencoder can be used as the postprocessing of rough set [45] . A sparse autoencoder is used to extract global information, which exploits the underlying structure of the collected local features. Suppose a sparse autoencoder with m neurons in the hidden layer and s neurons in the output layer. The input data x ∈ R n is the output from the PRS strategy
where W i is ith connectivity weight, b i is the (i + 1)th bias term, i = 1, 2, a (3) is the output result, f (•) is the activated function, the commonly used is sigmoid function,
When we define the output value is equal to the input value, i.e., a (3) = x, the network is called autoencoder network, which mimic the mapping from the input to itself. a (2) can completely describe the input value. Furthermore, if the number of units in hidden layer less than the amount of units in input layer (m < n), then the sparse representation of original data can be obtained. The network is the sparse autoencoder network. The penalty function is defined in (12)
The first term in (12) is the error term, which shows the error between the input data and the output data. For ease of calculation, the error term is constructed with L2-norm. The second term is regular term, which prevents the overfitting. The third term shows the sparse constraint term.
is the weight of the ith unit in lth layer to the jth unit in (l + 1)th layer. ρ is the sparse parameter. ρ j represents the average activity of j unit. Back propagation algorithm is used to compute the partial derivation of the penalty function. Given the penalty function and the partial derivation, the optimization parameters (i.e., W and b) of the network can be compute with L-BFGS algorithm. Suppose that N input images,
, T i denotes ith input image which is treated with the PRS strategy. According to the optimized parameters, the extracted features a (2) are computed from (8) and (9) . Finally, classifier is used to verify the performance of the two-layer reduced features. Note that, fine tuning strategy is employed to further optimize parameters.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, in this section, six face image datasets are discussed. In our experiments, extended Yale B [46] , AR [47] , five subsets selected from CMU PIE [48] , LFW [49] , CAS-PEAL [50] , and JAFFE [51] face datasets are used.
A. Data Descriptions and Experimental Settings
The first face dataset is extended Yale B, which has 2404 front-view face images. The images are collected from 38 individuals, and each individual has about 64 images under different laboratory-controlled lighting conditions.
The second dataset, AR, contains over 4000 frontal face images of 126 individuals. The images are collected under different expressions and lighting conditions. As in [52] [53] [54] , a subset of the AR dataset, 50 male and 50 female, are selected in the experiments. There are 14 images per person, and the total number of the used images is 1400.
The third dataset is the CMU PIE face dataset, which consists of 41 368 images of 68 individuals. Thirteen different pose, 43 different illumination, and four different facial expression are included in the dataset. Note that, CMU PIE dataset has less illumination variations than the extended Yale B dataset. As in [53] and [54] , the subset in CMU PIE are selected. We choose the subsets P05, P07, P09, P27, and P29 in the experiments. The five subsets present five different poses: 1) looking right; 2) up; 3) down; 4) front; and 5) left, respectively. In P05 and P27 dataset, each individual has about 49 images, and there are about 24 images in P07, P09, and P29 datasets.
The fourth dataset is LFW face dataset, which contains more than 13 000 face images. As in [55] , the subjects having more than nine images per person are selected. There are a total of 158 subjects. The images are colored image, which are transformed into gray image.
The fifth dataset is CAS-PEAL, which contains 30 863 images of 1040 individuals. The dataset is divided a training set, a gallery set, and six frontal probe sets. The six set are expression set, lighting set, accessories set, background set, distance set, and aging set, respectively. The expression set is used, which contains 284 individuals.
The sixth dataset is JAFFE, which is composed of 213 images corresponding to ten different subjects. Each subject is represented with seven categories of expression, i.e., angry, disgust, fear, neutral, sadness, happiness, and surprise.
All the face images are manually aligned and cropped to be 26 × 26 in size in the experiments. Fig. 5 shows some example face images from the ten datasets, and the five images corresponding to any dataset belong to the same person.
Each face dataset is split into two groups in our experiments: 1) the testing dataset and 2) the backup training dataset. The proportion of testing set is 70%, and the percentage for the backup training dataset is 30%. The training set has only one labeled sample for each person, which are selected from the backup training set. It is clear that selecting different classifiers may lead to various results of the proposed algorithm. Thus, two different classifiers are selected, i.e., softmax and linear support vector machine (linear SVM), to verify our algorithm. Sparse autoencoder is usually used together with softmax [40] , [56] , therefore, softmax is selected as classifier. SVM is a popular classifier in the field of machine learning [57] . As the simple predictive function and powerful generalization, a linear version of SVM is used at the classification stage. Each experiment is performed 20 times on every dataset. The average classification accuracy is recorded for comparison.
B. Impact of the Patch Size
The first experiment is to investigate the impact of the patch size on the feature selection strategy PRS in the first layer, and to decide the choice of the patch size. The patch size needs an odd number, which is set to 1, 3, 5, 7, and 9, respectively. Note that, when the patch size is 1, the patch of a pixel is the pixel itself. The impact is assessed by comparing the classification accuracy of PRS with different patch size. The accuracy curves of PRS with softmax and SVM classifier are, respectively, shown in Figs. 6 and 7 . The x-axis is the patch size, and the y-axis is classification accuracy. It is quite clear from the curves that the performance of the PRS is influenced by the patch size. The accuracy of PRS has good performance when the patch size is 3. And the accuracy decreases when the patch size is greater than 3. Therefore, we set the size of patch to 3 in the following experiment.
C. Comparing PRS With Other Methods
PRS is a patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy. The patch size is set to 3. Tables I and II list the classification accuracy of PRS compared to four other feature representation methods on the ten datasets using softmax and SVM, respectively. OriFea is the baseline, in which all features are used for classification. AE represents sparse autoencoder. Both KFRS and GFRS are feature reduction algorithms based on fuzzy rough set. KFRS is proposed by Hu et al. [58] . GFRS is short for GAIN_AS_FRS, which is proposed by Dai and Xu [39] . From Tables I and II, we can see the  following. 1) AE has not well performance than OriFea with classifier SVM, while AE has the similar performance with OriFea when classifier is softmax. The choice of classifier has an impact on the performance of algorithm.
2) It is difficult to get a good effect when fuzzy rough set theory is used to face recognition directly, i.e., the accuracy of PRS is superior to the accuracy of KFRS and GFRS. 3) As shown in Table I , PRS compared with other algorithm (OriFea, AE, KFRS, and GFRS), the different of average accuracy with softmax is 7.97%, 7.46%, 8.22%, and 7.86%, respectively. When classifier is SVM, the corresponding difference of average classification accuracy is 6.70%, 12.16%, 7.05%, and 6.79%, respectively.
D. Impact of the Number of Features in the Second Layer
The second layer of the proposed algorithm is to extract structural features through the sparse autoencoder. We defined parameter s is the number of final features to the number of features obtained from PRS strategy ratio, that is s = the number of final feature the number of feature after processed by PRS strategy which ranges from 0.1 to 0.9 and is of interval value 0.2.
The impact of the parameter s is discussed in two ways: 1) for single dataset with tabular form, i.e., Tables III and IV and 2) for the average value on all datasets with curve form, i.e., Fig. 8 . Tables III and IV show the impact of parameter s when using classifiers softmax and SVM, respectively. The best result for each dataset is shown in boldface. From Tables III and IV, we can see that: when the parameter s is smaller than 0.5, a better classification result can be obtained; for softmax is used as classifier, when parameter s is 0.1, TLFL get best results in most datasets. The average classification accuracy on all datasets are shown in Fig. 8 , from which the following points can be seen: with the increase of parameter s, the accuracy curve decreases gradually; no matter which classifier is selected, 0.1 to 0.3 for parameter s usually lead to the best result. 
E. Comparing TLFL With Other Algorithms
Comparison results among our proposed algorithm TLFL and other feature learning algorithms are shown in Tables V and VI. In Table V , softmax is used as the classifier. SVM is used in Table VI . The compared algorithms include the following. of classification accuracy is 7.98%, 13.46%, 19.28%, 31.28%, 17%, 4.45%, 2.97%, 2.3%, 3.14%, and 2.42%, respectively. The performance of the proposed algorithm is evaluated by Cohen's kappa coefficient,which is shown in Table VII . From the comparison of the kappa coefficient, we can see that our proposed algorithm have better agreement than other algorithms. The confusion matrices of the proposed algorithm and other algorithms on JAFFE dataset are shown in Fig. 9 .
The confusion matrices of TLFL on various datasets are expressed in the form of map, which are shown in Fig. 10 .
F. Comparing TLFL With CNN
To compare the performance of CNN model with the proposed TLFL, CNN with two convolutional layers is used to extract features from SSPP. The code of CNN is publicly available, which is come from DeepLearnToolbox [61] . Two classifiers, softmax and SVM, are used to evaluate the performance of CNN and TLFL. We discuss the impact created by five parameters on CNN. The five parameters are shown as follows. 1) batS represents the proportion of samples to be updated in each iterative of stochastic gradient descent. The value is set to [0.5, 1]. 2) alpha is the declining rate in each iteration. The range of the parameter is 0.01 to 2. 3) OM denotes the number of feature maps, which is set to 1 to 12. 4) KS represents the size of convolutional kernel. The value is set to [1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11] . 5) numE denotes the number of iterations, which is range from 1 to 200. Fig. 11 show the influence of parameter batS on the performance of CNN. According to Fig. 11 , we set the parameter batS to 0.5 for dataset lfw, Cas, and Jaffe, which we found to have the better performance. For other datasets, batS is set to 1.
Figs. 12 and 13 give the plot of accuracy versus the declining rate alpha. The effect of parameter OM and KS on CNN can be observed from Figs. 14 and 15. Classifier softmax and SVM are used in Figs. 14 and 15 , respectively. The number of iterations numE is set such that the best accuracy of CNN is obtained. The five parameters used in two-layer CNN are adjusted to be the best for different datasets. Different parameter settings in CNN for various datasets are listed in Table VIII . The best results of two-layer CNN are represented in Table IX , from which we can see that the proposed two-layer framework TLFL can achieve superior performance than two-layer CNN.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel TLFL framework is proposed for SSPP face recognition. TLFL makes use of the advantages of both local features and global features. In the first layer of TLFL, local features are selected by a patch-based fuzzy rough set feature selection strategy. Global features are then extracted from the collected local features by a sparse autoencoder in the second layer. The quality of the final features are examined through softmax and SVM classifiers. The effectiveness of our proposed algorithm is demonstrated through a series of experiments on several face datasets.
The TLFL algorithm is a supervised method. Considering there are many unlabeled samples in practical applications, it is worth looking into whether unlabeled sample information can be exploited to further improve the performance of the TLFL algorithm.
